ABSTRACT This paper deals with the negative effects of the in-vehicle network on the integrated anti-slip control (ASC) and direct yaw-moment control (DYC) of all-wheel-independent-drive electric vehicles (AWID-EVs). In the integrated control design of the modern AWID-EVs, increasing control components, e.g., sensors, controllers, and actuators, are usually connected via an in-vehicle network, such as a controller area network (CAN), rather than the traditional point-to-point communication. However, the application of CAN would also bring about unexpected problems, e.g., signal asynchrony, multiple-package transmission, and signal delay, which may degrade the control performance and even destroy the stability of the system. This paper presents a co-design methodology to deal with all these challenges caused by CAN and guarantees a satisfactory vehicle dynamics performance. First, a hierarchical structure is designed for the integrated ASC and DYC control of AWID-EVs over CAN, and an active torque distribution strategy based on a well-known maximum transmissible torque estimation approach is adopted. Then, a scheduling-based communication idea is introduced to deal with all these problems caused by CAN. Third, a Lyapunov-based pole assignment theory is applied to estimate the parameter values in the scheduling design and to guarantee the satisfactory dynamic performance of the control system. A generalized linear quadratic regulator controller is designed for the system synthesis to ensure the tracking control of the vehicle. Finally, simulations and preliminary hardware-in-loop tests indicate that the proposed co-design methodology can deal with the negative effects of the in-vehicle network and ensure reliable vehicle dynamics performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, as a novel configuration of electric vehicles, all-wheel-independent-drive electric vehicle (AWID-EV) has attracted increasing research efforts, due to its great potential in terms of vehicle dynamics control, structure flexibility and energy optimization [1] - [6] . For vehicle dynamics control, wheel anti-slip control (ASC) and direct yaw-moment control (DYC) are two effective elemental technologies. The former is mainly used to improve vehicle longitudinal performance, e.g., vehicle braking and driving ability, and the latter is devoted to ensuring vehicle lateral performance, e.g., vehicle maneuverability and stability. There have been a good few of studies on ASC and DYC of AWID-EVs [7] - [10] . Further, in order to improve the comprehensive performance of the vehicles, a growing number of researchers have worked on the integrated ASC and DYC control of AWIDEVs. Hori [11] analyzed comprehensively the potentialities of AWID-EVs in terms of vehicle dynamics control and road condition estimation, and forecasted the feasibility of the advanced integrated ASC and DYC control for AWIDEVs. He and Hori [12] studied the integrated ASC and DYC control for AWID-EVs in critical driving condition. Ha et al. [13] used the integrated DYC and ASC control to realize a cornering stability enhancement algorithm for AWID-EVs. Youngjin et al. [14] proposed an integrated ASC and DYC control strategy using the dynamic curvature of paths to improve the path tracking of AWID-EVs. Nahidi et al. [15] presented an integrated ASC and DYC control strategy using a modular optimal control structure to allow modularity in design for AWID-EVs. The integrated ASC and DYC control has become one of the key issues in the control system design of modern AWID-EVs [16] - [18] .
In the control system design of modern AWID-EVs, increasing control components, e.g., sensors, controllers and actuators, are usually connected via an in-vehicle network, such as a controller area network (CAN), due to its obvious advantages in terms of reducing wiring, flexible modular design and easy system integration over the traditional point-to-point communication [19] - [22] . In other words, a modern AWID-EV has been a typical multi-input-multioutput networked control system (NCS), where real time data are exchanged via CAN among sensors, controllers and actuators. According to the research of Zhang et al. [23] , for a multi-input-multi-output NCS, the problems such as signal asynchrony, multiple-package transmission and signal delay would be inevitably introduced into the system by the network. These problems would cause more complex uncertainties, which may degrade control performance and even destroy stability of the system. Recently, several researchers have pointed out that the signal delay introduced by CAN could lead to adverse oscillation in vehicle dynamics control and made efforts to deal with the negative effect of the network-induced delay [21] , [24] - [28] . Shuai et al. [21] , [24] studied the oscillation in a combined AFS and DYC control which caused by the CAN-induced delay, and proposed a H ∞ -based delay-tolerant linear quadratic regulator (LQR) controller and a dynamic message priority scheduling strategy to deal with the effect of the CAN-induced delay. Zhu et al. [25] analyzed further the oscillation in the integrated control scheme owing to the CAN-induced delays in both feedback and forward channels based on two homogenous Markov chains, and designed a robust LQR-based H ∞ controller to compensate the effect of these CAN-induced delays. Qin and Zou [26] pointed out that the CAN-induced delay could degrade control performance of the vehicle lateral motion, and designed a H ∞ -based delay-tolerant linear LQR controller based on a Taylor series expansion to deal with the random time-varying network delay. In our previous studies, the negative effect of the CAN-induced delay on vehicle dynamics control was also analyzed, and a fuzzy-rule based sliding mode controller, and a dynamic-period-dependent LQR controller were designed respectively, to improve the vehicle control performance in spite of CAN-induced delay [27] , [28] .
Different from aforementioned researches focusing on signal delay and ignoring signal asynchrony and multiple-package transmission, in this study, all these problems caused by CAN including signal asynchrony, multiple-package transmission and signal delay are considered and dealt with. The main contributions of this paper lie in the following two aspects. First, The integrated ASC and DYC control system of an AWID-EV using CAN as the communication media is regarded as a typical multi-inputmulti-output NCS, and all the problems caused by CAN including signal asynchrony, multiple-package transmission and signal delay are explicitly considered. Second, a novel co-design methodology of scheduling and control is provided to deal with all these challenges, and guarantee satisfactory vehicle dynamics performance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, a hierarchical architecture is designed for the integrated DYC and ASC control of AWID-EVs via CAN, where an active torque distribution strategy based on a well-known maximum transmissible torque estimation (MTTE) approach is adopted. In Section 3, a scheduling-based communication idea with two ''one send, all response'' schemes and a time buffer, is introduced to deal with all these problems caused by CAN. In Section 4, a general LQR-based tracking controller is designed, and a Lyapunov-based pole assignment theory is used to estimate the parameter values in the scheduling design, and to guarantee satisfactory vehicle dynamic performance. In Section 5, co-simulations in Simulink with a highfidelity full-vehicle model from Carsim and a widespread CAN model from TrueTime toolbox are implemented in two stages to verify the effectiveness of the designed co-design methodology of scheduling and control. Further, some preliminary hardware-in-loop (HIL) test results are also illustrated in Section 6. Finally, conclusions are summarized in Section 7.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
A typical integrated ASC and DYC control configuration of AWID-EVs over CAN is shown as in Fig.1 , which mainly consists of one vehicle control unit (VCU), one CAN, multiple actuators (e.g. four motor controllers and in-wheel motors), multiple sensors (e.g. four motor/wheel speed sensors, the yaw rate sensor, the longitudinal/lateral acceleration sensor, the steering angle sensor, etc.), and interference nodes of other functions. The integrated ASC and DYC control strategy is implemented by the VCU, which will be designed based on a hierarchical architecture in the following section. Some sensors, e.g. four motor/wheel speed sensors, are usually not directly connected with the VCU, from which each wheel speeds can be measured and fed back to the VCU going through the in-vehicle network of CAN as shown in Fig.1 . Moreover, multiple actuators, e.g. four motor controllers and in-wheel motors are also connected with the VCU via the in-vehicle network of CAN, where torque commands from the VCU are received and implemented. Thus, the integrated ASC and DYC control system of modern AWID-EVs has been a typical multi-input-multi-output NCS rather than a centralized control system, where the effects of the in-vehicle network, e.g. signal asynchrony, multiple-package transmission and signal delay, are inevitably imposed. These unexpected effects may lead to undependable integrated control of the vehicles. It is necessary to analyze and deal with the negative effects of the in-vehicle network on the integrated ASC and DYC control, which will be carried out in Section III. In addition, some sensors, e.g., the yaw rate sensor and the longitudinal/lateral acceleration sensor, are usually directly connected with the VCU, from which the yaw rate and the sideslip angle can be measured or estimated by the VCU directly without going through the in-vehicle network. The following study will focuses on the effects of the in-vehicle network on the integrated control system of AWID-EVs.
δ f is the front wheel steering angle, β is the sideslip angle, γ is the yaw rate, ω i denotes each motor speed, T i denotes each motor torque, i = 1 ∼ 4, V is the vehicle speed, β ref is the reference sideslip angle, γ ref is the reference yaw rate, M z is the yaw-moment command imposed to the vehicle,T fl ,T fr , T rl andT rr are 4 torque commands of 4 motors, respectively, T * max,i denotes the maximum transmissible torque of each wheel.
As shown in Fig.1 , in this study, the integrated ASC and DYC control strategy in the VCU is designed as a hierarchical architecture. The upper-level reference state model offers the desired targets, e.g., the desired yaw rate and the desired sideslip angle. The middle-level controller decides the direct yaw-moment to be imposed to the vehicle with DYC, and the lower-level controller distributed the total direct yawmoment to the torque commands of the four in-wheel motors while considering the anti-skid control of each wheel through ASC. In this study, the effect of ASC is carried out based on the maximum transmissible torque of each wheel. Thus, a parameter estimation strategy is designed in the VCU, where a well-known MTTE approach is adopted to obtain the maximum transmissible torque of each wheel. The main design details are as in the following sections.
A. CONTROL-ORIENTED MODEL FOR VEHICLE LATERAL DYNAMICS
In this paper, a 2-DOF bicycle model of vehicle lateral dynamics is adopted for the DYC controller design, as shown in Fig. 2(a) , where the sideslip angle β and the yaw rate γ are chosen as two state parameters. CG is the center of vehicle gravity; m is the vehicle mass; I z is the vehicle yaw inertia; l f and l r denote the distances from the front and rear axles to CG, respectively; F fx and F rx denote longitude tire forces of front and rear wheels, respectively; F fy and F ry are lateral tire forces of front and rear wheels, respectively; a r and a f are slip angles of front and rear wheels, respectively; δ f denotes the steering angle of front wheels.
According to the 2-DOF vehicle model, the lateral dynamics of a vehicle with DYC can be expressed as follows
where
where C f and C r being the cornering stiffness of the front and rear tires, respectively. In the DYC, the yaw-moment M z is directly generated, as shown in Fig. 2(b) , by the longitudinal tire forces of wheels actuated by motors, which can simply expressed [19] as follows:
with T mi being the torque measurement of the motor i, i redu being the transmission ratio between the motor and the wheel.
B. REFERENCE STATE MODEL
Generally, the desired sideslip angle is selected to be zero to ensure the vehicle stability, while the desired yaw rate VOLUME 7, 2019 is usually used to improve handling performance, which can be determined by the steering angle, the vehicle speed, the structure parameters and the estimated ground adhesion coefficient [29] . The reference state model can be written as follows
  µ max is the peak friction coefficient of the tire-road, which can be estimated based on the measurements of in-wheel motor torques and speeds. (For the peak friction coefficient estimation, see [11] , [30] , [31] ).
C. MAXIMUM TRANSMISSIBLE TORQUE ESTIMATION
To realize the anti-slip control of each wheel, in this study, a well-known MTTE approach as in [2] and [5] is adopted, which requires neither the vehicle speed nor the information of tire-road conditions, instead, only using the input torque and the output speed of each wheel as inputs to calculate the maximum transmissible torque. Thus, the maximum transmissible torque of the wheel i can be expressed as follows [5] 
A practical ASC strategy can be designed to ensure that output torque command of each motor satisfies the expression as followsT
D. TORQUE DISTRIBUTION STRATEGY DESIGN FOR INTEGRATED ASC AND DYC CONTROL
In order to improve the comprehensive longitudinal and lateral performance of the vehicle, combining the expressions (2) and (5), a torque distributed strategy for the integrated DYC and ASC control can be designed with the expressions as follows 
III. NETWORK EFFECT ANALYSIS AND SCHEDULING
Generally, for a multi-input-multi-output NCS, it is reasonable to assume that: all sensor nodes work in time-driven mode, VCU works in time-driven mode and all actuator nodes work in event-driven mode. As shown in Fig. 3(a) , due to clock asynchrony, packet length limitation and network bandwidth constraint, the problems including signal asynchrony, multiple-package transmission and signal delay would be inevitably introduced into both feedback and forward channels. These problems would lead to complex uncertainties, which can deteriorate control performance and even destroy stability of the system.
To cope with these complex uncertainties introduced by CAN, a scheduling-based communication idea is introduced as follows:
Firstly, to deal with the effects of the signal asynchrony and the multiple-package transmission, two 'one send, all response' scheduling schemes and a time buffer are respectively designed. One 'one send, all response' scheduling scheme is used to deal with the measurement signal asynchrony occurring at sensor ends in the feedback channel, as shown in Fig. 3(b) , where the VCU broadcasts a request frame with the highest priority via CAN periodically, and all sensor nodes will sample and send motor speed measurement signals to the VCU once they receive the request frame. The other 'one send, all response' scheduling scheme is applied to cope with the command signal asynchrony occurring at actuator ends in the forward channel, as shown in Fig. 3(b) , where the VCU broadcasts a long command frame with 4 command signals loaded instead of 4 short frames to 4 actuators, and thus all 4 motor controllers simultaneously receive and implement the commands once the long command frame arrives. Meanwhile, a time buffer is used to deal with the measurement signal asynchrony occurring at the input interface of VCU, due to the multiple-package transmission in the feedback channel, as shown in Fig. 3(b) . The length parameter value design of the time buffer is a key issue in this study, which will be discussed in the following parts.
As shown in Fig. 3(b) , with the two scheduling schemes and one time buffer, the time-delay system with the networkinduced complex certainties is transformed to a time-delay system with the bounded delay of CAN.
Then, as shown in Fig.4 , the bounded delay of CAN is further described as follows
τ sc is the network-induced delay in the feedback link from sensors to the controller, τ ca is the network-induced delay in the forward link from the controller to actuators.
With the time buffer mentioned above, the bounded delay of CAN in the loop of the integrated ASC and DYC control system can be rewritten as follows
An explicit expression is adopted to calculate the worstcase network-induced delays for a message that is transmitted between two network nodes via CAN, which is expressed [32] - [34] as follows
with g = 34, for standard frame 54, for extended frame,
where R worst−case,j being the worst-case response time of the message j passing through the network and consisting of the queuing delay and the physical transmission time; t j being the worst-case queuing delay of the message j, which can be calculated by a recursion formula (10); C j being the maximum physical transmission time of the message j; 3τ bit denotes the frame interval of 3 bits; τ bit being the time taken to transmit a bit on CAN; B j being the maximum blocked time of the message j; f baud being the network baud rate; T i being the period of the message j; d j being the data length of a packet; j denotes the priority of the message.
To ensure all measurement signals are successfully received by the VCU in each sample interval, the size of the time buffer should be designed to satisfy a schedulable criterion as follows
T b is the size of the time buffer, which can be easily implemented via a Timer of MCUs. The VCU will calculate the desired torque commands based on the timer buffer.
To guarantee that all measurement signals can be successfully received by the VCU, combining expressions (9) and (12), we can obtain two remarks as follows:
Remark 1: Based on the schedulable criterion (12) and the expression (9), the lower bound of the time buffer size T b can be determined if the priority j sc th of any measurement signal packet in the feedback channel is known. The time buffer size T b should satisfy
Remark 2: Conversely, based on the schedulable criterion (12) and the expression (9), the lower bound of the priority j sc th of each measurement signal packet can be determined in the design if the time buffer size T b is known. The priority j sc th of each measurement signal packet should satisfy j sc ≤ max(j), j ∈ j|R worst−case,j < T b (14) Combining the expressions (8) and (9), the maximum delay in the loop can be rewritten as follows
IV. SYSTEM SYNTHESIS BASED ON CO-DESIGN
In this section, the tracking controller design and the system synthesis are discussed in details, using a co-design methodology. Firstly, without considering the effects of the network, a LQR-based DYC tracking controller is designed to improve the vehicle lateral motion performance. Then, considering the effects of the network, the closed-loop model is derived, and the system synthesis improvement is carried out with a Lyapunov-based pole assignment theory and the co-design procedure.
A. LQR-BASED TRACKING CONTROLLER DESIGN
Firstly, without considering the effects of the network, the vehicle control system works as a discrete-time system with a constant sampling period, the discrete-time model along with the reference model for the AWID-EV with DYC can be rewritten as 
By substituting (16) into (17), the dynamics model of the vehicle tracking control system can be described as
Thirdly, in order to guarantee satisfactory tracking control, a discrete-time LQR controller is designed in this study. The control objective is to minimize the tracking error e and the control signal u. A performance index is adopted as the quadratic form of the tracking error and the control signal as follows
Based on the optimal control theory, the state-feedback discrete-time control law u(k) for the system (18) can be expressed as follows
e(k) (20) where
P = Q + A T d PA d − A d PB d (R + B T d P) −1 B T d PA d
B. SYSTEM SYNTHESIS WITH THE EFFECTS OF THE NETWORK
As shown in Fig.4 , with the effects of the network in the loop as in (8), the vehicle lateral dynamic model can be described as a dynamic system with piecewise inputs as followṡ
Assuming the delays in the loop are bounded in this study as follows Therefore, the discrete-time model of the closed-loop system can be derived as follows
As dsB,
Defining a new vector z(k) = [e T (k) e T (k − 1)]
T , an augmented system can been obtained as
Furtherly, the stability of the closed-loop system in (24) can be determined by the following Lemmas. Lemma 1: With the Lyapunov-based stability theory, a discrete-time system as in (24) is asymptotically stable if each eigenvalue of φ(τ ) locates within the unit circle on the complex plane as shown in Fig.5 
(a).
Lemma 2: If a discrete-time system as in (24) is asymptotically stable, it's transient response will be more smooth as each eigenvalue of φ(τ ) gets closer to the non-negative real axis within the unit circle on the complex plane as Fig.5(b) .
As shown in Fig.5 , for a time-delay system as in (24), the eigenvalue locus of φ(τ ) on the complex plane will be far away from the center and non-negative real axis as the delay τ increases. Therefore, according to the Lemma 1 and 2, to guarantee the stability and satisfactory transient response of the system, the upper bound of τ max in the loop should be determined through the eigenvalue assignment based on the desired control performance, which is defined asτ max in this study.
With the expressions (15) and (22), the network-induced delays in the loop and the size of the time buffer should satisfy the system stability criterion as follows Combining expressions (25) and (15), we can obtain new remarks as follows.
Remark 3: Based on the stability criterion (25) R worst−case,j sc < T b <τ max − R worst−case,j ca (27) Remark 5: In order to ensure the existence of T b that satisfies the expression (27) , the message priorities should satisfy or can be offline scheduled to satisfy the following expression as
In summary, the co-design procedure of scheduling and control can be described as follows:
1> Firstly, according to the proposed scheduling-based communication idea, design two 'one send, multiple response' schemes to cope with the nonsynchronization of signal processing in feedback and forward channels, respectively. Meanwhile, design a time buffer with the size T b to deal with the effects of multiple-packet transmission in the feedback channel; 2> Then, without considering the effects of delays, designed a discrete-time controller as described in (20); further, considering the effects of delays, derive the closed-loop augmented system model as described in (24) and determine the delay upper boundτ max with the Lemmas 1 and 2;
3> According to the given message priorities and the expression (9), calculate R worst−case,j sc and R worst−case,j ca , if T b which satisfies the expression (27) exists, jump to step 5>, or jump to step 4>; 4> Use the off-line priority scheduling approach to guarantee that the message priorities satisfy the expressions (28), return to 3>; 5> End
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
To assess the effectiveness of the co-design methodology, cosimulations are carried out in Simulink with a high-fidelity full-vehicle model constructed by CarSim. The simulation diagram is shown in Fig. 6 . The vehicle model parameter values were measured from a prototype 4WID-EV of BAIC Group, and some key parameters are listed in Table. 1.
Moreover, a widespread CAN model based on a network block of TrueTime toolbox, which is a powerful Matlab-based network simulation toolbox, is adopted to simulate the message transfer process over the in-vehicle network. That is, it is used to study the effect of CAN on the message transfer behavior.
The vehicle control unit model is constructed based on a hierarchical architecture as shown as in Fig.1 , where an ideal linear reference state model is at the upper level, a DYC controller is at the middle level, and a torque distribution strategy with a parameter estimation module is at the lower level. For the integrated DYC and ASC, at the lower level, an active ASC strategy is implemented based on a well-known MTTE approach. To deal with the effect of the in-vehicle network, the proposed scheduling-based communication idea as shown in Fig.3 is also carried out, in the vehicle control unit model, to manage the message transfer tasks in both forward and feedback channels via CAN.
The motor and transmission blocks are modeled to transfer control commands to the actual control outputs of actuators, with actuator dynamics taken into account. And the sample blocks are modeled to transfer state measurements the actual measure inputs of sensors, with sensor dynamics taken into account as well.
The driver model gives steering wheel angle input for each steering maneuver. Two typical steering maneuvers are considered in this study, which are usually used in vehicle lateral motion tests. The first is J-turn steering maneuver, and the second is double lane changing maneuver. Their respective steering wheel angle signals are shown in Fig.7 . In addition, in the simulation, the vehicle longitudinal speed is set to be 100km/h, and the tire-road friction coefficient is set as 0.5. The fix-step is selected for the solver in Simulink with 0.001s and the sampling period of the vehicle controller is set as T=0.02s.
To improve the tracking control, a generalized LQR controller is adopted at the middle level. The weighting matrices in the performance index of the designed LQR are chosen as
By using he dlqr command in MATLAB, the control gain K matrix of the discrete-time LQR controller can be obtained as
Simulation results and analysis are presented in the following sections. For comparison, the simulations are implemented in two stages: The first stage is under the ideal condition without the effects of network to evaluate the tracking control performance of the designed LQR-based controller. The effects of the network are introduced into the system through the CAN model of TrueTime toolbox to assess the effectiveness of the proposed co-design methodology. 
A. SIMULATION WITHOUT THE EFFECTS OF NETWORK
Firstly, the effects of network are not included, the controller works as if in a centralized discrete-time control system. Two driving maneuvers including J-turn steering and doublelane changing are simulated to validate the tracking control performances of the designed discrete-time LQR controller. Fig. 8 shows the simulation results of the vehicle lateral motion response in the J-turn steering maneuver. Under the ideal condition without the effect of network, the actual yaw rate can track the desired signal very well as shown in Fig. 8(a) . Meanwhile, the vehicle sideslip angle can also be regulated in an acceptable small range around zero as shown in Fig. 8(b) . The results show that the designed LQR-based controller can ensure satisfactory tracking control performances in the J-turn steering maneuver. Fig. 9 shows that the simulation results of the torque outputs of four motors in the J-turn steering maneuver. In the first 1.5s, the vehicle goes straight without steering action as shown in Fig.8 , so the torque outputs are equal between left and right motors in each axle. Then, from the 1.5 th s to the 8 th s, when the steering command is applied, the torque difference starts to appear between left and right motors by the regulation effect of the designed controller. So the desired direct yaw moment is generated to improve the vehicle tracking performances. When the J-turn steering is finished, the torque outputs of four motors rapidly return to where they were. The results show that each wheel runs stably without skidding in the J-turn steering maneuver with the designed discrete-time controller. Fig. 10 shows that the simulation results of the vehicle lateral motion response in double-lane changing process, from which the similar conclusions can be drawn as in J-turn steering maneuver. The yaw rate can precisely track the desired reference expected by the driver as shown in Fig.10(a) , and the vehicle sideslip angle can be regulated in a small range around zero as shown in Fig.10(b) . The results show that the designed controller can ensure satisfactory tracking control in the double-lane changing maneuver. Fig.11 shows the simulation results of the torque outputs of four motors, which are steady and return to their original values when the double-lane changing action is finished. That is, each wheel runs stably without skidding in the double-lane changing maneuver.
Therefore, the simulation results in both J-turn and doublelane changing maneuvers indicate that the designed discretetime LQR controller can ensure satisfactory tracking control performance, under the ideal condition without the effects of network.
B. SIMULATION WITH THE EFFECTS OF NETWORK
Then, the effects of network are introduced into the system. With the same designed LQR-based controller and parameter values, the designed co-design scheme is used to deal with the effect of network on the tracking control performances, and its effectiveness is validated with the co-simulations of two driving maneuvers.
The effects of network are simulated using the TrueTime toolbox which is a powerful Matlab-based network simulation toolbox, and is often applied in automotive industry to emulate real-time networked control systems [27] . There are two primary Simulink blocks in the TrueTime toolbox: the computer block and the network block. The computer block is often used to simulate an ECU with network interfaces, A/D and D/A converters and so on. The network block, which allows nodes to communicate over the simulated network, is used to simulate a required network condition.
In this simulation, the NCS of the AWID-EVs is constructed with six computer blocks and a network. The six computer blocks simulate respectively one VCU, four motor controllers and one other function controller as the interference message node. The network simulates the CAN, where the MAC protocol is specified as CSMA/AMP, and the transmission rate is set to 250 kbps, and the data packet length is set as 8 bytes. Moreover, to simulate the message transfer behaviors over CAN, a fundamental application-layer protocol is also defined with descriptions such as nodes, messages, signals, cycles and driven mode and message priorities as shown in Table 2 .
In this simulation, the scheduling-based communication idea is used to manage the message transfer behaviors over CAN, and the scheduling results are shown as in Fig.12 . For comparative studies, two parameter values of the time buffer are designed. one is 16ms, the other is 4ms. Fig. 12 shows that the signal transmission process over CAN with the TureTime status window, where the highest-line represents that the signal is being transmitted, the middle-line represents that the signal is blocked by other high priority signal and the lowest-line represents the signal need not to be transmitted. Considering the time of the message transmission, the maximum delay of the closed-loop control system with the two designed schemes is respectively 18ms and 6ms. Fig. 13 shows the simulation results of the vehicle lateral motion response in J-turn steering process. Due to the effect of network, the actual yaw rate can still converge to the target value, but significant oscillations occur with the scheme 1, as shown in Fig. 13(a) . Whereas, the yaw rate can follow the desired value well, no significant oscillations occur, with the proposed scheme 2. In addition, it can be found that the vehicle sideslip angle can be regulated in a small range around zero, but the response curve is more smooth with the designed scheme 2 rather than the designed scheme 1, as shown in Fig. 13(b) . That is, it is very benefit for the riding comfort and the vehicle safety with the designed scheme 2. These results show that, based on the proposed co-designed methodology, the designed scheme 2 can ensure satisfactory tracking performance in J-turn maneuver in spite of the effects of network. Fig. 14 shows the simulation results of the torque outputs of four motors in the J-turn steering process. Due to the effects of the network, there are significant oscillations in the motor torque outputs with the designed scheme 1. These oscillations can increase the burden on the in-wheel motors, and the performance of the powertrain system would be degraded and even destroyed. Whereas, the smooth and stable motor torques can still be preserved in spite of the effects of network with the designed scheme 2. Fig.15-16 show the simulation results in the double lanechanging steering maneuver. One can see that they are quite similar to that in the J-turn steering maneuver. Subject to the effects of CAN, the oscillations are caused not only in the vehicle motion but also in the motor torque outputs with the proposed scheme 1. Whereas the vehicle yaw motion and motor torques still are smooth and stable with the designed scheme 2.
All in all, from the simulation results in both J-turn and double-lane changing maneuvers, it can be seen that the proposed co-design methodology can effectively deal with the effects of CAN and guarantee satisfactory vehicle dynamics performance.
VI. TEST RESULTS
Further, to assess the practicability of the proposed co-design methodology, some preliminary real-time tests are also carried out through a constructed hardware in loop (HIL) test system, which consists of a twisted-pair CAN, a MicroAutoBox simulator of dSPACE R , and six target boards with S12X-MCU of Freescale R . And a computer is applied to manage the test processes. The HIL test system is shown in Fig. 17 .
In the preliminary real-time tests, One target board is chosen as the vehicle controller to send control commands to each motor controller and receive measurements from some sensors via the real CAN, four target boards are chosen as 4 motor controllers to send motor state measurements and receive torque commands, and a target board is chosen to send the interference messages. These target boards run with 32MHz bus clock frequency. And the full-vehicle model is loaded into the MicroAutoBox simulator. These hardware modules are connected via the real CAN with the baud rate of 250 kbps. It is a basic HIL test system. Fig. 18 shows the real-time HIL test results. The obvious oscillation occurs in the yaw rate response not only in the J-turn maneuver but also in the double lane-changing maneuver, with the designed scheme 1. While, the satisfactory yaw rate response with slight/negligible oscillation is yield in the each driving maneuver, with the designed scheme 2. Moreover, the response curve of the vehicle sidedlip angle is also more smooth and steady with the designed scheme 2 rather than the designed scheme 1. These results illustrate that the proposed co-design methodology can effectively deal with the effects of CAN and guarantee satisfactory vehicle dynamics performance, even if over a real CAN network.
VII. CONCLUSION
For modern AWID-EVs, more and more components including sensors, controllers and actuators in the integrated control system, are usually connected via an in-vehicle network, such as CAN, instead of the traditional point-to-point communication. However, the application of CAN also brings about unexpected problems, e.g. signal asynchrony, multiplepackage transmission and signal delay, which may deteriorate control performance, and even destroy stability of the system. This study has presented a novel co-design methodology of scheduling and control to deal with all these challenges. The results of simulation and preliminary HIL tests in two typical steering maneuvers show that the proposed co-design methodology of scheduling and control can effectively deal with the effects of CAN, and guarantee satisfactory vehicle dynamics performance. The proposed co-design methodology of scheduling and control is also useful for the dependable control system design of similar complex networked control applications, particularly for real-time complex networked mechatronics systems with multiple sensors and multiple actuators. TABLE 1 AND TABLE 2 ARE LISTED. 
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